


(Excerpt, VOL. II, SEC. 7,) …Satan has from ‘age to age’ and ‘culture to culture’ used The Curse
to ‘force’   his means, and that is, he’s used increasing numbers of ‘propagandized planet
gods’  to  ‘intimidate and motivate mankind into serving and worshipping both him
and their own flesh’.  But along the way he also has been ‘forced’ by this same curse of God
into ‘changing their identities’.  And we should now be  ‘better able’  to  see  these ‘forced
changes’ in relation to God’s ‘wonders in heaven above, and signs in the earth beneath’
(Act     2:19  ),  and  that  is,  see  how Satan  has  used  these  works of  God  for  ‘elevating’  or
‘diminishing’  his  devised and  ‘propagandized  planet  gods’,  which  I  will  attempt  to
summarize as follows: 

Originally (1) the Moon, rivaling the brightness of and otherwise more influential than the Sun –
just outside the water canopy – was generally considered the ‘supreme light in the sky’, at least
until  ‘he’  became  visibly  dimmer,  and  to  some  a  ‘she’,  and  that  is,  when  the  initial
consequences of The Curse ‘shook’ the Moon and ‘dusted up’ its atmosphere, this being at least
part of what made Uranus the new ‘supreme light in the sky’.  

Then (2) Uranus,  apparently  not  long after The Curse, ‘went nova’,  and in the process got
‘blown sideways’,  or  instead – if  it  was all  along just  a gas-ice giant planet –  it  may have
survived some sort of collision, leaving  it  ‘barreling  on  its  side’,  and  in  either  one  or  the
combination of  these  scenarios  this  ‘toppling’ likely  also  involved an ongoing,  ‘billiard-like’,
“God-shot”, one that started with two major earlier collisions, the first producing the Outer Solar
System Oort Cloud, including Planet X or Nine, etc., and the second producing   the Kuiper and
Scattered Disc Asteroid Belts that both intersect the  orbit of Neptune, this second one likely
involving Neptune’s ‘pull’ to bring it about, though ‘he’ probably ‘suffered a little’ from it too,
and it  likely also ‘broke out’ Mercury, as well  as other ‘larger pieces’,  one of which shortly
thereafter may have collided with Uranus, ‘knocking it on its side’, these being – as I presently
see  it – the most likely earlier consequences of The Fallout from The Curse, and all this was
apparently  ‘perceptibly’  magnified by  the  then  still  functioning  water  lens in  Earth’s  sky,
evidently ‘exposing’ events as  far  away as  the  ‘Satan-propagandized’ ‘castration’  and
‘toppling’ of Uranus, supposedly while aligned with Saturn, and ‘encountering’ Mercury, et al.

Then (3a) the Dwarf Star Saturn, after ‘his’ long Golden Age of “dominance” lasting for the
greater part of the time between Creation Week and The Flood, apparently finally ‘went nova’,
evidently just before the ‘draining’ of the  water canopy, leaving ‘him’ only dimly visible, and
otherwise apparently both smaller and farther away from Earth, and since ‘he’ was last seen
just  before  ‘demagnification’  as  ringed  or  “chained”  and  afterward  ‘significantly dimmer’,
Jupiter became the new ‘supreme light in the sky’, and the blame for Saturn’s demise.  

But  (3b) the Planet Mercury was ‘perceived’ by others as the ‘mastermind’ of it all, and they
‘saw his tour’       –  or “God-shot” – through the Solar System, including ‘his’  many ‘close
encounters’ and/or alignments with likely every other planet (Venus and maybe Mars then not
yet in existence),  including ‘his’  two  great and terrible  ‘close encounters’  with Earth,  as
sufficient cause to establish ‘him’, at least for part of an “age”, as the ‘supreme light in the sky’,
this  ‘perspective’ being  reinforced  by  ‘his  demonstrated  power’  to  confound… language,
except that other inhabiters of  the  earth with differing, though nonetheless ‘misguided
viewpoints’ instead  ‘mis-imagined‘ – because the  atmosphere during  ‘his visits’ was quite
‘stirred-up’ – that the ‘great lightning bolt’ that “destroyed” The Tower of Babel was not from
‘him’, but from that known ‘lightning-bolt-thrower’, Jupiter, and this ‘misperception’,  along with
Mercury’s subsequent ‘retreat to obscurity’, and that is, to the ‘close companionship’ of the
‘overwhelmingly brighter’  Sun,  finally at  least  generally confirmed –  as  apparently
‘propagandized’ by Satan – Jupiter as the ‘supreme light in the sky’.  

Then (4) the Planet Venus – as likely also Mars too – exploded out of the Planet Jupiter, but ‘she’
was  also  by  some  confused  with  Jupiter,  at  least  earlier  on,  and  especially on  ‘her’  first
‘catastrophically-assaulting encounter’ with Earth, the ‘stirred-up’, ‘highly charged’ atmosphere
likely again causing ‘misperception’, at least until ‘she’ finally more clearly distinguished ‘her
own’ various, ‘culture-centered’, ‘unique but syncre-tizable identities’.  However later repeated
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‘hostile encounters’ with Mars appeared to ‘force her’ into ‘her’ present ‘relatively harmless’,
though still brightest, ‘morning/evening-star’ orbit.

And  (5) the Planet Mars, which likely also earlier  exploded out of Jupiter, not only eventually
rivaled the Planet Venus, but twice directly ‘foolishly assaulted’ this clearly ‘greater goddess’,
evidently surprisingly  ‘holding  his  own’  in  both  ‘encounters’,  and  ‘he’  also  thereafter  had
several  ‘provocative  encounters’  with  Earth,  and  ‘he’,  being  the  last  to  have  such  ‘close
encounters’ with Earth, and since these ‘encounters’ did not as much limit Earth’s inhabiters
from surviving and recording them, “arose” for an “age” as the ‘supreme light in the sky’, at
least until ‘he’ too was somehow ‘forced’ into ‘his’ present ‘relatively harmless’ orbit, which
must have been when Satan realized that no ‘planet gods’  were likely soon returning to Earth,
and he reverted from primarily promoting ‘planet-god’  worship in  order  to  advance
‘beastism’ to his original ‘propaganda’, ‘self idolatry’, to advance it.

Scriptural Dedication

Greek Word: teleios = perfect / “mature” (Strong's G5046) 

…he [God] changeth the times and the seasons: 
he removeth kings, and setteth up kings: 

he giveth wisdom unto the wise, 
and knowledge to them that know understanding…

Daniel     2:21  

Seek him that maketh the seven stars [Khima or Kiymah H3598 – really
Saturn] 

and Orion [Kesil or Kĕciyl H3685 – really Mars] 
and turneth the shadow of death into the morning, and maketh the day

dark with night: 
that calleth for the waters of the sea, and poureth them out upon the face

of the earth: 
The LORD is his name Amos 5:8

…Which removeth the mountains, and they know not: which
overturneth them     in his anger. Which shaketh the earth out of
her place, and the pillars thereof tremble. Which commandeth the

sun, and it riseth not; and sealeth up the stars. Which alone
spreadeth out the heavens, and treadeth upon the waves of the sea.
Which maketh Arcturus [Aish or Ayish H5906 – really Jupiter], Orion [Kesil or
Kĕciyl H3685, again, really Mars], and Pleiades [Khima or Kiymah H3598, again,

really Saturn, 
as well as Mazzaroth or mazzarah H4216, which is Venus], and the chambers

[or “constellations”] of the south. Which doeth great things past
finding out; 

yea, and wonders without number Job     9:5-10  

   For the LORD your God is God of gods, and Lord of lords, 
a great God, a mighty, and a terrible, 

which regardeth not persons, nor taketh reward… 
He is thy praise, and he is thy God, 

that hath done for thee these great and terrible things, 
which thine eyes have seen Deuteronomy     10:17,21  .
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  And the LORD shall utter his voice before his army: 
for his camp is very great: for he is strong that executeth his word: 

for the day of the LORD is great and very terrible; and who can
abide it?… 

The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, 
before the great and the terrible day of the LORD come 

Joel 2:11,31

 For I would that ye knew what great conflict I have for you… 
That [your] hearts might be comforted, being knit together in love, 

and unto all riches of the full assurance of understanding, 
to the acknowledgement of the mystery of God, and of the Father,

and of Christ; 
In whom are hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge

Colossians     2:1-3  .
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